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Context
Even if Distributed Systems are nowadays routinely used, they remain extremely difficult to study and

understand. The two major aspects to assess are the system correction (whether it works – lack of deadlocks
or faults) and its performance (throughput, achieved flops, etc). The SimGrid framework allows to study both
aspects by combining a simulator and a model-checker in the same tool suite.

For sake of performance, these tools are implemented in the C language. They are thus very scalable, making
it possible to simulate hundred thousands of processes on a single machine, and to simulate months of experi-
mental scenario within minutes. But it complicates the automatic exploration of the simulated processes state,
compared to languages such as Java, ruby or python in which code introspection of running code is trivial.

This state exploration is however mandatory for several improvement of the SimGrid simulator. First, it
would allow to detect cycles in the simulation, that is, situations where the simulated world is exactly in the
same state than earlier. In most cases, the simulation can then be stopped since simulating again exactly the
same behavior is of little interest.

This idea can be pushed further in the time-parallel approach [2, 3], which consists in splitting the time line
in parts and simulating each parts in parallel. In practice, the idea is to seed several possible state of the system
and simulate their evolutions in parallel. Then, when the state of one simulated system A become close enough
to the initial state of B, the history already simulated on B can be concatenated to the one simulated on A.

Automatic state exploration would also allow several improvement of the model-checker. First, if the checker
would know about the user variables of the user code, it really ease the expression of properties that the code
must verify. It would also allow state-full model-checking, i.e. the detection of redundant verification based on
the state of the system (and not only based on the observed transitions as done currently).

DWARF is a debugging file format used by many compilers and debuggers to support source level debug-
ging. It is for example used by the gdb debugger to allow the exploration of the program variables during the
debugging session.

Description
The goal of this internship is to leverage the libdwarf library to automatically explore the state of the

user processes in SimGrid to implement one or several of the previously discussed improvements : time parallel
simulation, better property expression and/or state-full model-checking.

Skills Required : C programing under Linux mandatory ; System programming appreciated.
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